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BJ BookLinks are individual units based on full-length, grade-level- 
appropriate books. They are intended to enhance and enrich the 
basic reading curriculum, not to replace it.

Contents
	 A pocket folder printed with complete directions for enrichment 

activities.
 A teacher’s guide with carefully planned lessons, enrichment  

activities, and blackline reproducibles.

Goal
To provide reading instruction and experience that broaden and 
deepen the ability of students to know, comprehend, analyze,  
synthesize, and evaluate what they read. 

Strategies
 Focus on scriptural applications that help build character and 

discernment.
 Directly instruct specific reading strategies and higher order  

thinking skills.
 Foster an appreciation for literature and the enjoyment of reading.
 Integrate reading with the other subject areas. 
 Provide enrichment experiences such as games, songs, arts and 

crafts, cooking projects, science investigations, and creative  
writing. 

As a part of group-reading instruction in the classroom,  
BJ BookLinks may be used with any of the following plans:
 The most able readers read two or three of the novels at appro- 

priate points during the school year. The average readers read the 
one or two most suited to their abilities at appropriate points. The 
least able readers read only the least difficult of the novels toward 
the end of the school year.

 All groups read the same novel at different points in the school 
year with adjustments in pacing and teaching strategies for vary-
ing abilities.

 All groups read the least difficult novel at the end of the school 
year with appropriate adjustments.

As a part of home-reading instruction, BJ BookLinks may be used by 
the home educator in the following ways:
 To challenge the advanced reader.
 To enhance basic instruction for the average reader.
 To interest and motivate the struggling or reluctant reader.
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The Secret of the Golden Cowrie

Journey into Science3

Connie Lawrence has to make a sudden trip to
the coast of New Jersey to visit an aunt she doesn’t
know. Although she enjoys exploring the salt marsh,
she soon finds herself involved with a mysterious
prowler and a missing cowrie shell. She decides to
find her uncle’s valuable shell in order to help her aunt
pay off a debt and immediately runs into difficulties

unraveling her uncle’s secret code.
As everything seems to go wrong, Connie 

learns from Aunt Laura and her new photographer 
friend, Stella, that the Lord does answer prayer—in 
His own time and in His way. The thief is finally 
caught, the shell is recovered, and Connie comes to 
a deeper understanding of God.

The Secret of the Golden       
Cowrie

The Stolen Years
Night Flight
A Question of Yams
Noodle Soup
Nothing Daunted
Trouble at Silver Pines Inn
Mik-Shrok

Gloria Repp has been a schoolteacher, a youth worker, and 
an editor of children’s books. In her free time, she enjoys writing books for 
children, and she has a particular interest in writing about missionaries.

When Mrs. Repp reads magazines or news reports, she often finds 
accounts of events or people that give her story ideas, and when she explores 
the settings for her books, she looks for details that could play a part in the 
story. Her many trips to the Atlantic shore and its salt marshes sparked her 
interest in writing The Secret of the Golden Cowrie.

Books by 
the Author Gloria Repp

A literature study created especially for educators: 
• lesson guide 
• reproducibles 
• correlated activities

Christian Fiction
Ages: 9-12

© 2001 BJU Press. All rights reserved.

Extend the enjoyment of reading The Secret of the
Golden Cowrie by having a Book Party. Serve cocoa and the
Three-in-One Cookies mentioned in this folder. Encourage
any students who have shell collections, feather collections,
cameras, or telescopes to bring them for class discussion.
Invite volunteers to read from their prayer diaries and tell
how the Lord is answering their prayers. After completing
Reproducible—Lesson 14B, work individually or in small
groups to create and share personal versions of the Well-
Timed code.
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Way Out There!

When Dan took his telescope out at night, he wanted 
to find Jupiter and its moons. With this project, you can 
demonstrate the comparative sizes of the planets and the 
comparative distances between the first five planets, giving 
the student a glimpse of the vastness of God’s creation in the 
night sky.  You may need to set up the display outside or in a 
long hallway.

Materials:
•  a golf ball
•  two marbles
•  a beach ball

1. Demonstrate comparative sizes. Venus, Earth,
and Mars are all approximately the same size and can all be 
made with balls of clay or dough about three millimeters in 
diameter. Use balls of clay about two millimeters in diameter 
for Mercury and Pluto. The sun can be represented by the 
beach ball and Jupiter by the golf ball. Use the Ping-Pong® 
ball to represent Saturn and use the marbles for Uranus and 
Neptune. Jupiter’s larger moons, then, would be about the 
same size as earth.

•  clay or dough
•  a Ping-Pong® ball

Journey into the Story
Have a Book Party

ISBN 978-1-57924-379-1

2. Demonstrate comparative distances.
Unfortunately it is not practical to use the same 
scale because then we would have to show the 
planets several miles apart from each other. But  
if you “reduce” the sun in size from a beach  
ball to a Ping-Pong® ball you can make a  
mark on the floor or ground showing  
Mercury 4 feet away, Venus 7.5 feet  
away, Earth 10.5 feet, Mars 16 feet, and  
Jupiter 55 feet away. Even at this scale,  
Jupiter is the only planet you’d be able  
to see without a microscope.
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8 Journey into Science
A Bottled Egg

9 Journey into Food Fun
Three-in-One Cookies

11
Connie helped her mother fix three kinds of 

cookies: chocolate chip, peanut butter, and oatmeal 
raisin. What the book didn’t mention is that they 
fixed all three kinds of cookies from just one basic 
batter.

Here’s how you can do it too:

Ingredients:
2-1/4 sticks of butter or margarine
3/4 cup brown sugar
3/4 cup granulated sugar
2 eggs
1 Tbsp vanilla
3 cups flour
1/2 Tbsp baking soda
1/2 Tbsp salt

——————
1/2 cup chocolate chips
1 cup quick-cooking oats
1/2 cup raisins

:

11 Journey into Arts and Crafts
What’s Your Design?

Materials for each student:
• paper of desired size to represent a 

box top
• cut-out shapes of triangles, squares, circles,

approximately 1/4 to 1/2 inch across, or
patterns of each shape, cut from heavy paper

• scissors
• coloring implements

Ricky wanted to use shells to decorate his mother’s box, 
and Connie gave him some pearls and beads to help 
with the project. Use any combination of three geometric 
shapes (circle, triangle, square) to design an attractive box 
top. Try to make unique patterns or unusual designs, then 
color them as you wish.

 Use the match to light the roll of paper; then drop the 
paper into the jug.

 Quickly set the egg on the mouth of the jug, and then 
watch as the egg is slowly sucked into the jar.

 To get the egg out of the jug, first wash out the burned 
paper. Then turn the jug upside down and blow hard into 
it. Be ready to quickly move your face away; when a 
sufficient amount of air has been blown into the jug, the 
egg should drop out of it.

Explanation: As the fire burns, it uses up the oxygen 
in the jar and creates lower pressure inside the jar than 
outside. The higher air pressure outside the jar pushes hard 
to get in and equalize the air pressure. The egg, then, isn’t 
really “sucked” into the jug, but is pushed. In the same 
way, blowing air into the jug adds oxygen and pushes the 
egg back out.

When Dan and Connie took a plane ride with 
Stella, they felt pressure in their ears as the plane 
changed altitude. This experiment demonstrates 
that air pressure can be a powerful force.

Materials:
•  a hard-boiled egg, peeled
•  a narrow-mouth jug such as an

apple-juice jug
•  a piece of rolled-up paper
•  matches

Method:
 Mix the first five ingredients at medium 

speed with a mixer. Stir together the dry 
ingredients and beat them in slowly until 
everything is well combined. This is your 
basic batter. 

 Split the batter into three equal parts, plac-
ing each part into a mixing bowl. 

 For the first bowl, stir in the chocolate 
chips. For the second bowl, stir in the oats 
and raisins. For the third bowl, beat in the 
peanut butter. 

 Roll the dough into one-inch balls and 
place them on the cookie sheet. The choco-
late chip cookies will spread out on their 
own, but the oatmeal and peanut butter 
cookies will need to be flattened. Press 
them with the tines of a floured fork or the 
bottom of a floured glass.

 Bake the cookies at 350 degrees for 10-12 
minutes or until brown around the edges.

9 Journey into Arts and Crafts
Send a Scytale Message

The scytale was a popular way of 
sending messages long ago. (The word 
scytale rhymes with the word Italy.)

Materials for each student:
• two paper clips
• a cardboard tube, as from a roll 

of paper towels or toilet paper
• paper to cut into strips

 Cut a long, narrow strip of paper and 
wrap it in a spiral around the card-
board tube from left to right and from 
top to bottom; place a paper clip at 
each end. Write a short message to a 
friend, writing vertically down the 
spiraled paper.

 Unwrap the paper strip and fill in the 
blank spaces with other letters that do 
not fit the message.

 Give the scytale to a friend; the friend 
can wrap it around his own 
cardboard tube in 
order to read it.
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Journey into Science3
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the settings for her books, she looks for details that could play a part in the 
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Extend the enjoyment of reading The Secret of the 
Golden Cowrie by having a Book Party. Serve cocoa and the 
Three-in-One Cookies mentioned in this folder. Encourage 
any students who have shell collections, feather collections, 
cameras, or telescopes to bring them for class discussion. 
Invite volunteers to read from their prayer diaries and tell 
how the Lord is answering their prayers. After completing 
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Way Out There!

When Dan took his telescope out at night, he wanted 
to find Jupiter and its moons. With this project, you can 
demonstrate the comparative sizes of the planets and the 
comparative distances between the first five planets, giving 
the student a glimpse of the vastness of God’s creation in the 
night sky.  You may need to set up the display outside or in a 
long hallway.

Materials:
• a golf ball
• two marbles
• a beach ball

1. Demonstrate comparative sizes. Venus, Earth, 
and Mars are all approximately the same size and can all be 
made with balls of clay or dough about three millimeters in 
diameter. Use balls of clay about two millimeters in diameter 
for Mercury and Pluto. The sun can be represented by the 
beach ball and Jupiter by the golf ball. Use the Ping-Pong®

ball to represent Saturn and use the marbles for Uranus and 
Neptune. Jupiter’s larger moons, then, would be about the 
same size as earth.

• clay or dough
• a Ping-Pong® ball

Journey into the Story14 Have a Book Party

2. Demonstrate comparative distances. 
Unfortunately it is not practical to use the same
scale because then we would have to show the 
planets several miles apart from each other. But
if you “reduce” the sun in size from a beach
ball to a Ping-Pong® ball you can make a
mark on the floor or ground showing
Mercury 4 feet away, Venus 7.5 feet
away, Earth 10.5 feet, Mars 16 feet, and
Jupiter 55 feet away. Even at this scale,
Jupiter is the only planet you’d be able
to see without a microscope.
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